The axially moving records Continuum model are widely used in research, manufacture and production area of military, aerospace and mechatronic engineering. Such like aerial cable tramways, power transmission belt, band saws and lift cable etc. The research of axially moving beams transverse vibration and control has important value of application and practical. Euler beams model is kind of classical model that simplify and efficacious. Öz [1] , Feng [2] ,Chen et al. [3] ,Zhang [4] ,Chen [5] all have research in vibration problem of axially moving Euler beams. But for the slender beams, the computed results of Euler beams model can not equal Timoshenko model in accuracy. Yang used the complex modal analysis and Galerkin method to solution the natural frequency of axially moving Timoshenko beams, analysis the influence of the natural frequency precision by complex modal analysis method、2-trem Galerkin truncation and 4-trem Galerkin truncation method. Ghayesh and Balar [7] researched the axially moving beams transverse vibration natural frequency under clamped-clamped boundary conditions by Semi-analytical and semi-numerical method. Li [8] and others researched the axially moving Timoshenko beams natural frequency under simple support with torsion springs by Semi-analytical and semi-numerical method. Tang [9] and others researched the Timoshenko mode-l axially moving beams natural frequency under all kinds of boundary conditions by complex modal analysis method. Ding [11] and others researched the vibrations under simply support conditions through finite difference method. This paper used the Galerkin truncation method and DQM to research axially moving beams Timoshenko beams natural frequency under clamped-clamped boundary conditions, and compared the numerical result with the result of complex modal analysis method.
THE GOVERNING EQUATION
The zero dimension form governing equation of axially moving Timoshenko beams transverse vibration is： The y is lateral displacement of moving beams, x is vertical displacement of beams, t is characterization time, v is characterization transverse velocity, k 1 and k 2 are characterization shear modulus, k 3 is characterization intersection angle, k 4 is characterization flexural rigidity. The axially moving beams transverse vibration natural frequency under clamped-clamped boundary conditions
NUMERICAL METHOD
The following will use two kinds of methods for solving system.
Galerkin method
The continuum equation (1) 
Where y i satisfy cosy i coshy i -1=0. The solution equation (1) may be expanded into the series of eigenfunctions of the stationary beam with two fixed ends y(x,t)=F T q,where the infinite column matrixes q(t) and F(x) are respectively assembled by the generalized displacements and the stationary eigenfunctions, namely
. Substituting matrixes q(t) and F ( x ) into equation (1), multiplying the resulting equation by F(x) and integrating the product from 0 to 1, ( ) (7) The 0 and I mean zero matrix and unit matrix respectively in N×N. A is gyroscopic matrix, all characteristic value of A is paired imaginary number, and it can change matrix into 
RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Apply Galerkin method, we can get n-th natural frequency of axially moving beams in (11), we can get n-th natural frequency of axially moving beams by DMQ in (19). The solutions of complex modal analysis method can be used to exact solution without consider exact solution. But Galerkin method leads to error inevitable for truncation method. The figure 1 and figure 2 both Pa,k=5/6,l=0.3m,G=6.6×1010Pa ； the corresponding non-quantity parameters are k 1 =9.0×10 -3 ,k 2 =5.90×10 -5 ,k 3 =4.2×10 -3 ,k 4 =0.64.The figure 1 shows the situation of the first two-step natural frequency of system changed with axial velocity by use 4-trem Galerkin method, the figure 2 shows the situation of the first two-step natural frequency of system changed with axial velocity by use DQM. From figure 1 and figure 2 we can figure out that the first two-step natural frequency of system by use Galerkin method and DQM will increase following stiffness coefficient increase when the axial velocity the same, but when stiffness coefficient is same, the natural frequency of system will decrease following axial velocity increase. Fig. 3 The comparison for the results of above three methods The figure 3 provides the compare the results of natural frequency by application Galerkin method, DQM with complex modal analysis method. The full lines means first two order natural frequency of system changed with the situation of axial velocity by take advantage of complex modal analysis method, the triangle point's dotted lines represent use 4-trem Galerkin method, the dot dotted lines stand for application DQM method. From the figure we can found this two methods that the result of DQM and complex modal analysis can match well. The results of 4-trem Galerkin truncation method have some difference with the results of DQM method and complex modal analysis method, the three results are similar when stiffness coefficient is small, but when the stiffness coefficient and speed are increase, the different of results are more and more bigger. This difference should cause by trial function of truncation. The natural frequency of Timoshenko axially moving beams calculated by Galerkin method and complex modal analysis method under fixed supports will be found.The results obtained by the differential quadrature method and the complex mode approach have a good agreement, while the results obtained with the Galerkin method are a little different.
CONCLUSIONS
The research of this paper is Timoshenko transverse vibration of axially moving beams under clamped-clamped boundary conditions, take advantage of Galerkin method and DQM respectively to figure up the first two order natural frequency of system changed with the situation of stiffness coefficient and axial velocity, and compare the result of this two method with complex modal analysis method, find out the result of DQM and complex modal analysis this two method can match good. Though the results of 4-term Galerkin truncation method have the same trend between the first two method, they also have a certain difference.
